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Classes VI to X                                                                                  

Class VI: 

1.Collect pictures of different types of nouns and p

booklet  titled ‘’TYPES OF NOUNS’’

2.Collect /draw /paint  pictures of 

Jharkhand and Telangana whic

3.Allot a notebook and write one page everyday to improve your  handwriting .

Note: Marks will be allotted under S

 

Class VII: 

1. Create an album (booklet) depicting the culture and tradition of tribes in Jharkhand and 

Telangana writing about  

 

   a. Origin (History) of the Tribe and Place :

   b. Language: 

   c. Traditional wear: 

  d. Art form: 

  e. Tribe known for:  

  f.   Rituals (if any):  

 

Collect and paste Pictures of

ever needed. 

 

2. Write a descriptive paragraph about the place

mentioning your experience after seeing the 

be stated )   

 

3. Allot a notebook and write one page everyday to improve your  handwriting .

Note: Marks will be allotted under Subject Enrichment Activity. 
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                                                  Holiday Home Work (2023

                                                                            

Collect pictures of different types of nouns and paste them in A4 colour sheets. Make a 

‘’TYPES OF NOUNS’’with an attractive cover page .

Collect /draw /paint  pictures of a beautiful scenery of aesthetic sense in

which brings joy.  

3.Allot a notebook and write one page everyday to improve your  handwriting .

Marks will be allotted under Subject Enrichment Activity.  

an album (booklet) depicting the culture and tradition of tribes in Jharkhand and 

History) of the Tribe and Place : 

Collect and paste Pictures of these tribes, their jewellery, festivals, costumes etc...where 

2. Write a descriptive paragraph about the place you wish to visit during vacation

mentioning your experience after seeing the place. (Both positive and negative aspects can 

a notebook and write one page everyday to improve your  handwriting .

Marks will be allotted under Subject Enrichment Activity.  
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in A4 colour sheets. Make a 

. 

aesthetic sense in any place in 

3.Allot a notebook and write one page everyday to improve your  handwriting . 

an album (booklet) depicting the culture and tradition of tribes in Jharkhand and 

jewellery, festivals, costumes etc...where 

during vacation also 

Both positive and negative aspects can 

a notebook and write one page everyday to improve your  handwriting . 



Class VIII: 

 

1. Sow  any type of millet seeds in the soil in a pot. Water it daily.  Record your observations 

in your own words. Also write a paragraph about your experience as you see it grow into a 

small plant. Paste some pictures (phases of seed getting transformed into a plant) on a scrap 

book.    

   

2. Take an A3 size sheet; Make a collage on endangered animals/ birds in the Jharkhand and 

Telangana   

 

3.Allot a notebook and write one page everyday to improve your  handwriting . 

Note: Marks will be allotted under Subject Enrichment Activity.  

 

Class IX:  

1. You are the  Director , Adult Education Program,Jharkhand . You want to bring awareness 

about the importance of education to the adults in the villages. Design a poster in lines of the 

topic driving the point . 

2. You had an opportunity to participate as a volunteer in an NGO during summer vacation. 

Write a descriptive paragraph about  the work done  for the cause of education in rural areas 

of Telangana (your work has been appreciated) 

 

3.Allot a notebook and write one page everyday to improve your  handwriting . 

Note: Marks will be allotted under Subject Enrichment Activity.  

 

Class X: 

1.Write about any five poets of your choice from the reader – The First Flight 

and Imply the following points: 

 

a. General information about the poet – cover various aspects of his/her life like childhood, 

education.(150Words) 

b. Poet’s Notable works. 

c. Achievements of the poet. 

d. Conclusion. 

 

2.Collect Letters/Emails to the editor from the Newspaper and paste them in your 

classworks.(Minimum 3) 

 

3.Allot a notebook and write one page everyday to improve your  handwriting . 

Note: Marks will be allotted under Subject Enrichment Activity.  


